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Author's response to reviews:

The revisions I have made are mainly formatting changes plus I have added in an 'Acknowledgements' section which was missing from the earlier submission

Page 4: Added 1 line between “[22]” and paragraph “The Reception and Integration Agency (RIA).”

Page 5: Deleted 1 line between “Immigration Officer.” and paragraph “Research design”

Page 7: Added 1 line between “analysis. ” and paragraph “Results ”

Page 7: Added 1 line between paragraph “Results” and “There were four main themes…”

Page 8: Deletes 1 line between “arrived.” and paragraph “Service Users”

Page 9: Heading “Asylum Seekers” changed to normal font and not bold

Page 10: Deleted 1 line between “development.” and paragraph “2. Planning and preparing .”

Page 12: Deleted 1 line between “resources.” and “Non-statutory services “

Page 12: Deleted 1 line between “needed.” and paragraph “3. Skills…”

Page 13: Deleted 1 line between “alike.” and paragraph “4. Development…”

Page 18: Added 1 line between “interpretations” and paragraph “Conclusions”

Page 19: Added 1 line between “care” and paragraph “Competing Interests”

Page 19: Added line after heading paragraph “References”

Page 19: The acknowledgements section is included.